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ABSTRACT

The Effect of Anticipatory Anxiety on Fear Extinction Learning
by
Daniela C. Echeverria

Advisor: Dr. David Johnson

Adaptive regulation of fear is dependent on successful fear extinction learning; therefore,
investigating factors that both enhance and diminish fear extinction learning is a critical line of
research. In the present study, we induce mild anticipatory anxiety during fear extinction
learning in an attempt to modulate how participants extinguish fear memory. In the experiment,
we apply a classic three-day fear learning protocol to both control participants (N = 20) and an
experimental group (N = 20) with fear acquisition, fear extinction, and fear recovery phases;
each phase is separated by a period of 24 hours and we use a skin conductance response as an
index of fear learning. Unlike control participants, experimental participants are verbally
instructed that they may receive an additional, unrelated aversive stimulus on day two of the
experiment, prior to the onset of the fear learning phase, thus inducing mild anticipatory anxiety.
To investigate the effect of anticipatory anxiety on fear extinction learning, we compared mean
skin conductance responses between condition groups for all three phases of the experiment. We
also accounted for the effect of stimulus type (paired conditioned stimulus, unpaired conditioned
stimulus) on mean skin conductance responses for each experimental phase. Ultimately, we
found evidence that our novel induction of anticipatory anxiety enhanced fear extinction learning
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in the experimental group, relative to the control group. Likewise, we found preliminary
evidence that our methodology diminished fear recovery 24 hours later in the experimental
group, relative to controls. Our findings are partially supported by previous studies and justify
the need for further research on how mild anticipatory anxiety, among other factors, might
enhance fear extinction learning.
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Chapter I: Introduction
What is fear, how does it relate to fear learning, and how can we measure it?
As a psychological construct, fear is often described as a negative emotional state
associated with a threat. Some researchers argue that the term ‘fear’ is ambiguous in that one
definition relies on the conscious identification of an unpleasant, negatively-valenced emotion in
response to an actual or perceived threat, and another definition describes an unconscious,
physiological response to threat that can be measured empirically. In the latter condition,
researchers can “identify” and measure fear in non-human animals and humans alike, whereas in
the former context, only humans alone are able to consciously express the experience of fear
(LeDoux, 2014).
This dichotomy begs the question: is fear an innate, biological response to threat or a
subjective feeling driven by cognition? To this point, some maintain that fear is only a
primordial, bottom-up state derived from a highly-preserved neural mechanism employed in
direct response to survival threat—in effect, other emotional states, like apathy or comfort, are
thought to be constructed through human cognition alone (Ekman, 1992). Furthermore, fear is
often conceived of as an adaptive physiological cue that helps animals to identify and respond to
salient threats in order to make sense of the external environment and enhance survival.
Perhaps, the human experience of fear can be represented as a continuum with a giveand-take between implicitly driven biological mechanisms and subjective, conscious assessments
of one’s internal state. In this way, fear can be seen as a critical element of both unconscious and
conscious pattern learning; this claim is substantiated by the evidence of two, separate neural
pathways for associative learning of fear via verbal instruction (explicit) and fear learning via
experience (implicit), in humans (Braem et al., 2017).
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Neuroscientists and psychologists have sought to uncover the mechanisms of fear
learning in humans and animals through Pavlovian classical conditioning. In 1927, Ivan Pavlov
published results on his experiments investigating so-called “conditioned responses” in canines.
His classical conditioning model describes learning principles whereby a neutral, biological
stimulus—the conditioned stimulus (CS)—is paired with a noxious stimulus—the unconditioned
stimulus (US) (Andreatta & Pauli, 2015). As a product of this conditioning, the animal in
question begins to associate the CS with threat resulting in a reliable, observable fear response
(e.g. flight, fight, or freeze) upon presentation of the independent CS (Ledoux, 2014).
In 1941, Estes and Skinner expanded on Pavlov’s model and sought to characterize how
fear responses might be reduced over time, in rats, via a process called ‘extinction.’ During
extinction, the same cue that was paired previously with a noxious stimulus is presented
repeatedly with an absence of any paired negative stimulus. Analogous to the conditioning phase
of fear learning, in extinction, the animal begins to dissociate the CS from potential or realized
threat thus ‘extinguishing’ a fear response. Yet, the researchers noted that over the course of 24
hours, the animals again began to “spontaneously” re-associate the CS with threat and
subsequently express a fear response; this phenomenon is most commonly referred to as ‘fear
recovery’ (Estes & Skinner, 1941).
Beginning with Watson and Rayner’s learning experiments in 1920—centered on a
human infant subject, “Little Albert”—to an entire scientific literature devoted to fear
conditioning today, Pavlov’s original model (along with evidence of extinction and fear
recovery) is accepted as a fairly reliable model of fear learning and regulation in humans
(LeDoux, 2014). In order to measure the presence or strength of fear, humans, unlike animals,
can be asked to report on their subjective experience of fear; unfortunately, these subjective
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measures carry a level of imprecision because perception of fear is variable. Additionally, asking
individuals to self-report on their subjective experience either during or after an experiment can
impact learning and result in demand characteristics. Therefore, researchers frequently employ
psychophysiological and neuroimaging methods to measure fear response.
Markers of a subject's fear response can be measured using several tools that assess
motor function and autonomic nervous system reflexivity, including pupillary dilation and
cardiac activity. For the purposes of this paper, we will be focusing on electrodermal activity and
the skin conductance response, because it is the most common methodology cited in the fear
learning literature (Constantinou et al., 2020). Furthermore, electrodermal activity is largely
considered the most direct measure of autonomic sympathetic nervous system activity (Dawson
et al., 2007).
In the late 19th century, Féré discovered a method of measuring electrodermal activity
that demonstrates how skin momentarily conducts electricity more readily when an external
current is applied. Today, researchers typically focus on measuring the skin conductance
response, a metric that is recorded by passing a small, imperceptible electric current between two
electrodes placed on specific points of the palm. As the subject is presented with stimuli (US and
CS), eccrine sweat glands on the underside of the hands and feet activate, thus, increasing the
electrical conductivity of the skin. Because eccrine sweat glands are less associated with
thermoregulation (as indexed by apocrine activity) and more so with hand grasping movement,
their activity is theorized to be psychologically-induced. Therefore, eccrine activity, as opposed
to apocrine activity, represents a physiological response to a consciously-identified stimulus,
such as threat (Dawson et al., 2007).
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Fear learning and memory
In real-world fear learning, humans learn to identify and avoid a potential or realized
threat predominantly through associative memory (declarative and non-declarative) which is
event-related, long-term in nature, and strong. (Izquierdo et al., 2016). From the point of the
learning experience (i.e., the acquisition of a cued fear) and creation of the fear memory, a state
of heightened emotional arousal can be observed (or reported) in humans; this increase in arousal
potentially strengthens the consolidation and long-term recovery of the fear memory (Cahill &
McGaugh, 1998).
Neural substrates of associative memory and fear learning have been primarily identified
as cortical and subcortical structures within the medial temporal lobe, namely the hippocampus
and the amygdala (Schafe & LeDoux, 2007). Neuroimaging studies indicate that the
hippocampus and amygdala may work in concert during fear learning as the former is
responsible for conditioning to context, while the latter controls conditioning to discrete cues
(Maren, 2008). Additionally, lesion and pharmacological inactivation studies have demonstrated
that deficits in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex limit the acquisition, consolidation, and
extinction of fear learning in rodents (Sierra-Mercado Jr. et al., 2006).
In examining extinction of a cued fear, any suggested neural model must address the fact
that extinction itself does not involve “forgetting” a memory. In fact, the phenomenon of fear
recovery, which occurs after extinction, suggests that the original fear memory was not simply
forgotten, or erased (Izquierdo et al., 2016). Recent findings suggest that extinction is dependent
on synaptic plasticity within a complex neural network that involves the hippocampus,
amygdala, and prefrontal cortex (Orsini and Maren, 2012).
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The intricate relationship between fear learning and memory can be examined in
procedures that employ classical conditioning because the experimental model sufficiently
mimics real-life learning of fear; that is, the acquisition, extinction, and fear recovery stages of a
Pavlovian experimental protocol mirror how one might naturally learn to associate (or dissociate)
a threatening experience to an otherwise neutral stimulus (e.g., a red light signals indicating that
one should not cross the road). When using fear conditioning as a model for understanding how
fear memory operates, it is critically important to determine whether impairments occur in
encoding, consolidation, or retrieval for any given experimental manipulation (Maren, 2008).
Without this precision, the fear learning model is inadequate for expanding our understanding of
neurobiological networks that direct memory and learning.
The relationship between fear extinction learning and anxiety
Disordered anxiety differs from the anxious feelings that one may experience in response
to a threatening stimulus in that the former is marked by a degree of disproportionate intensity
(i.e., an exaggerated anxious response relative to the real or perceived threat) and long-term
persistence, relative to the latter. Indeed, if left untreated, anxiety disorders frequently become
chronic, leading to daily dysfunction (Craske & Stein, 2016). Although the etiology of anxiety
disorders is not yet fully understood, leading models in the literature point to overgeneralization
of conditioned fear and disruption of fear extinction (Duits et al., 2015, Milad et al., 2014). These
models rely on Pavlovian conditioning in order to map dysregulation of distinct fear learning
processes to relevant aberrant expressions of fear, manifest as anxiety.
The connection between fear learning and manifestation of anxiety disorders—such as,
obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD) and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)—is strongly
supported in the literature. In particular, patients who experience these disorders consistently
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show deficits in fear extinction learning. Although some research shows heightened acquisition
of fear in anxiety patients, most evidence points to diminished extinction learning as a key driver
of pathological fear (Lissek et al., 2005, Duits et al., 2015). In a review on youth anxiety
disorders (OCD and PTSD), impaired fear extinction was consistently observed in concurrence
with disrupted inhibitory learning. In contrast, the same study revealed comparable rates of fear
acquisition between these patients and control youth (McGuire et al., 2016). Likewise, pretrauma, baseline diminished fear extinction—relative to normative fear extinction—has been
demonstrated as a reliable predictor of the development of PTSD (Lommen et al., 2013).
Furthermore, there is evidence that retention of extinction is impaired in patients with PTSD and
that this deficit results not from predisposing factors that predict PTSD, but rather from the
occurrence and strength of the trauma itself (Milad et al., 2008).
Exposure-based cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is the most common and empirically
supported treatment for patients who experience anxiety disorders (Craske & Stein, 2016).
Pavlovian fear conditioning underlies the model for exposure therapy in that anxiety disorders
are thought to be acquired as a result of dysregulated fear learning processes. Specifically,
deficiencies in fear extinction are maintained through subsequent avoidance of the negative
reinforcement stimulus (Powers et al., 2017). Exposure-based CBT (EB-CBT) involves
identifying stimuli that trigger recurrence of a fear memory followed by systematic
desensitization to those stimuli in the absence of threat (Myers & Davis, 2002). Like the process
of extinction, exposure-based CBT does not seem to ‘erase’ the fear memory, but rather
generates a new memory that competes with the original memory for expression; because of this
tenuous dynamic, many patients do eventually experience relapse (return of fear), even after
treatment (Powers et al., 2017).
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Because EB-CBT is based on the principles of fear extinction learning, it has been
proposed that extinction performance can serve as a reliable predictor of a patient’s level of
response to EB-CBT treatment. Unfortunately, previous findings on the connection between
disordered anxiety and fear acquisition show that many patients do not respond to EB-CBT
treatment or experience relapse of symptoms (Geller et al., 2019). This suggests the diminished
capacity to extinguish conditioned fear as a potential driving cause for pathological fear
expression. Taking into account the broad range of efficacy of EB-CBT treatments, it may be
that disordered fear extinction learning significantly contributes not only to the development of
anxiety disorders, OCD, and PTSD, but also the persistence of these illnesses.
Understanding factors that both enhance and impair fear extinction learning may be
crucial to delivering more efficacious treatments of fear-related disorders. A number of
dispositional and situational factors have been identified, including one’s developmental stage,
early-life experience, and genetic predisposition (Pattwell et al., 2012; Gee et al., 2013; Soliman
et al., 2010). Situational factors such as a woman’s specific stage of the ovulatory cycle or
chronic stress also have been linked to disorders involving dysregulated fear (Bandelow et al.,
2017). There is also some evidence that acute stress can have a negative impact on fear
extinction learning.
The role of stress in the fear paradigm
Akin to fear, the term ‘stress’ is a heuristic device most often used in epidemiological,
psychological, and biological contexts to describe experiences and situations that threaten the
social, physical, mental, and biological health of an animal or human. There is no perfect
definition for a state of stress in medical, scientific, and lay use. Psychologists, in particular, use
stress as a reference to an individual’s own perception of existential well-being in light of his or
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her available defense mechanisms when presented with a threat (Cohen et al., 2016). ‘Stress’ can
be used to describe daily situations that cause fleeting or chronic feelings of frustration, anger, or
fear such as, work or relational issues, time and money management, among many other
common experiences. Although less common, a stressor can also refer to a life-threatening
situation including, physical or mental illness, a violent incident or vehicular accident, a natural
disaster, and even addiction (McEwen, 2006). Within this spectrum, there exist psychological
stressors that are not life-threatening in nature, but illicit emotions of deep angst, shame, and
existential questioning that can interfere with everyday functioning (e.g. the loss of a loved one).
Like the fear system, stress is also known to precipitate adaptive adjustment in the face of
threat, and in particular, is linked to a “flight or fight” response in the acute stress model; in this
way, experiencing stress mediation can be both maladaptive and also serve as protective defense
mechanism (McEwen, 2007). In the psychological tradition, there is a primary focus on
individual difference in the experience and manifestation of stress—through this lens, a
necessary component of stress appraisal is not only asking “How dangerous is the potential threat
I am facing,” but also “How well equipped am I to cope with this threat?” Appraisals of threat
that undermine one’s coping abilities may result in maladaptive emotional processes, such as
excessive worrying and anxiety (Cohen et al., 2016). Because of the broad range through which
stress is defined, the condition can be thought of as a mind-body state with a high level of
individual difference that expresses either acute or chronic (or combined) health outcomes and
contributes to “allostatic load,” or chronic wear-and-tear on the mind and body (McEwen, 2006).
In addition to divergent psychological and health outcomes of acute versus sustained
stress, there is evidence that these two responses are deployed by distinct neural models. In
healthy subjects, an acute stress stimulus typically results in reproducible, consistent activation
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of a network of brain regions with the paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus featuring
front-and-center, along with activation of the amygdala, prefrontal cortex, and ventral
hippocampus. On the other hand, this typical neural model can be co-opted by maladaptive shifts
when one faces chronic stress. In this framework, the relevant regions of interest do not change,
but rather the corticolimbic areas mediating stress (i.e., amygdala, ventral hippocampus, and
hypothalamus) undergo dramatic structural changes that alter the pattern of connectivity of the
entire network. Subjects who exhibit a “stressed neuromatrix” in neuroimaging assessment also
face higher risk of developing neuropsychiatric illness and chronic pain syndromes. (Sousa,
2016).
Sousa’s model is important for understanding the whole-system stress paradigm because
it allows us to dissociate the pathology and outcomes of acute versus sustained stress while also
identifying that both modalities of stress fundamentally rely on the same neural network. Like
fear, stress too is associated with negative emotional, psychological, physical, and physiological
responses, but it is critical to remember that both are not maladaptive in nature—an experience
of fear or stress alone is not inherently obstructive, but rather, it is dysfunction of these systems
that can produce negative outcomes. Furthermore, because sustained, chronic stress is a
maladaptive extension of typical, acute stress, it stands to reason that Sousa’s model provides a
clearer image of the type of dysfunction implicated in psychiatric disorders such as posttraumatic stress disorder and anxiety disorders.
Complementary to Sousa’s stressed neuromatrix model, the role of glucocorticoids has
long been understood as a key component of the human stress response. Stress responses—and
those including maladaptive processes—rely on a regulatory neuroendocrine system called the
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis. In contrast to the sympatho-adrenomedullary system
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which is implicated in short-term response to stress and is marked by increased epinephrine and
norepinephrine releases, the HPA axis controls long-term response to chronic stress (Dienstbier,
1989).
The HPA axis plays a fundamental role in maintaining homeostasis, primarily through a
class of hormonal steroids (i.e. glucocorticoids) with the hormone cortisol being the most studied
in the scientific literature. Mirroring the neuromatrix model, studies have shown that dysfunction
in the HPA axis can induce dysregulation of the stress response thus, resulting in maladaptive
psychological function, chronic disease, and perturbed gene expression (Nicolaides et al., 2014).
In particular, if an HPA-driven stress response becomes excessive or prolonged, the homeostatic
function of the axis devolves into cacostasis (defective homeostasis, dyshomeostasis, distress), as
evidenced by development of metabolic and psychiatric disorders; these processes are
characterized by increased, prolonged release of cortisol by the adrenal glands (Nicolaides et al.,
2014, Chrousos, 2009).
Evidence from humans on the effect of acute stress on fear extinction learning is mixed.
There is evidence that adult males experience resistance to extinction training after exposure to
the cold-pressor task, which involves submersing one’s arm in a container of painful, ice water
for up to a minute (Antov et al., 2013). Again, this may be because increased noradrenergic and
glucocorticoid release disrupts the function of corticolimbic structures essential to extinction.
Another study investigating acute stress induced by the cold-pressor task also demonstrated
impaired extinction retrieval in subjects exposed to the stressor versus control subjects; these
results persisted 24-hours after initial fear learning and extinction training (Raio et al., 2014).
One study reported that acute stress before extinction learning led to impaired fear memory
retrieval in males only (though females were included in the study); additionally, this study did
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not assess rate of extinction or extinction retrieval (Bentz et al., 2013). The animal literature
provides some additional guidance, but offers conflicting results. Some research has shown stress
before extinction impairs learning in rodents (Akirav & Maroun, 2007; Maroun & Richter-Levin,
2003), while other studies have shown no effects of stress on extinction learning (Miracle et al.,
2006; Garcia et al., 2008; Knox et al., 2012).
While the aforementioned studies cautiously suggest a discrete physiological stress
experience prior to extinction learning can impair extinction learning performance, these studies
lack ecological validity. Most of the above studies used experimental paradigms in which fear
extinction learning is preceded by an acute stress intervention followed by a short delay (10 to 20
minutes) for glucocorticoid to reach peak levels. This is potentially problematic for a number of
reasons. For one, the stress associated with repeatedly encountering a threat stimulus during
extinction is sustained across extinction, while most studies use a discrete, strong stressor prior to
extinction to elicit stress. Rather, fear extinction learning itself is very likely to put an individual
in an anxious state over the potential of receiving an aversive US, with the intensity of this
experience likely to vary significantly across individuals. For example, an individual with severe
phobia undergoing EB-CBT is likely to experience high levels of sustained anxiety during
exposure therapy. Depending upon the time course of such a state of elevated anxiety,
glucocorticoid levels might or might not rise quickly enough to interfere with extinction. But the
psychological experience of sustained, elevated anxiety could impact extinction learning via
other neurobiological mechanisms. Indeed, evidence suggests that while different methods of
stress induction (e.g., physiological vs. anticipatory stress) elicit some shared neurobiological
and endocrine responses (e.g., glucocorticoid and noradrenergic activation, enhanced
sympathetic tone), there are distinct neural signatures associated with a physical stressor (CPT;
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Richardson et al., 2013) vs. sustained anticipatory anxiety (randomly timed presentation of
aversive images; Somerville et al., 2013). Third, extinction learning could be impacted by
anticipatory anxiety through some other learning-relevant cognitive processes (e.g., attention).
Finally, regarding translational relevance, only some of the aforementioned studies have
examined the effects of stress on post-extinction fear recovery. This is a crucial output measure,
as it serves as a homologue of relapse of fear in the clinical environment.
Very few studies have tested the effect of elevated anticipatory anxiety on both withinand between-session fear extinction learning performance in humans. Negative affect did not
appear to modulate fear extinction in one study (as indexed by reacquisition of fear after
extinction), but this study relied on self-report of affective state, rather than a controlled
manipulation (Zbozinek et al., 2016). In another study that used films clips to elicit negative
mood in humans, Vriends et al. (2011) showed enhanced responding to both danger and safety
cues for women in an anxious state during the extinction phase of a conditioning procedure.
Collectively, these data do not yield a clear picture of the relationship between sustained,
anticipatory anxiety and fear extinction learning.
Current study
The current study aims to test the effect of anticipatory anxiety on fear extinction
learning. We create a mildly ‘threatening’ environment for those participants assigned to the
anticipatory anxiety group by inducing anticipation of potential exposure to an aversive
compound stimulus during extinction, whereas those assigned to the control group encounter
conditions of no aversive arousal. The experimental protocol involves pairing a colored rectangle
(CS+) with an electrical shock (US) during fear acquisition. Extinction and fear recovery are
then performed, with a time lapse of 24 hours between each experimental phase. During the fear
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extinction phase, participants in the anticipatory anxiety group are informed that they may be
presented with a threatening, compound stimulus: an aversive sound and frightening animal
image. Throughout the experiment, conditioned fear is indexed using skin conductance response
measures.
As previously mentioned, most studies exploring the relationship between stress and fear
extinction learning have induced a stress response by delivery of an acute stressor (e.g., the cold
pressor task) prior to extinction learning. While some studies have shown the ensuing stress
response to negatively impact fear extinction learning, the collective research is not conclusive.
Here, we aimed not to induce a stress response, but instead attempted to evoke mild, withinsession anticipatory anxiety. The effect of anticipatory anxiety on fear extinction learning not
only represents a novel line of inquiry, but also establishes a more ecologically-valid approach
for recreating real-life state anxiety, relative to application of a discrete, acute stressor.
We did not hypothesize a directional outcome for this study, but took an exploratory
approach, with three potential threads. One possible result was that the intervention would have
no effect. The anticipatory anxiety manipulation we used is novel and consisted of only a set of
verbal instructions. Compared to interventions used in similar studies (e.g. the cold pressor task),
ours was relatively mild. Therefore, it was possible that the instructions would not be sufficiently
salient to induce any changes in fear extinction learning. A second possibility is that anticipatory
anxiety could have a negative impact on fear extinction learning, as indexed by enhanced
responses to the conditioned stimulus during extinction and/or enhanced fear recovery. This
result would be consistent with studies showing similar results when fear extinction learning
occurred during an acute stress response (Raio, 2014). Finally, it was possible that the
intervention might have a positive effect on learning through enhanced attentional processing
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(Huntsinger, Clore and Bar-Anon, 2010), as indexed by diminished responses to the CS+ during
extinction and/or at fear recovery.
Given the adaptive nature of fear learning, our model will provide a valid framework
through which we can examine the effects of heightened state anxiety on fear extinction learning.
Several psychiatric disorders are characterized, in part, by heightened states of sustained anxiety.
Thus, an increased understanding of the factors underlying sustained anxiety, which our
framework may contribute to, could lead to novel clinical therapies.
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Chapter II: Methods
Participants
This study recruited undergraduate male and female students of a small, midwestern
liberal arts college. A total of 48 adults, aged 18 - 35, were recruited. Participants were screened
to rule out psychiatric disorders and medical conditions, including family history of psychiatric
disorder, scores less than 80 on the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale for Intelligence (WASI), past
significant head injury (resulting in concussion or hearing loss), and current pharmaceutical
treatment for mental illness. Participants were also screened to exclude those with color
blindness by using a simple discrimination task. All participants gave informed consent to
participate in the study and were informed of their right to quit the experiment at any time with
no penalty. To ensure confidentiality, participant data was stored using secure ID numbers. The
study was approved by the relevant Institutional Review Board in 2017. Participants were
compensated for their time at a rate of $20 per session, for a total of $40 or $60. Finally,
participants were not informed of the goals of this study.
Out of the 48 recruited participants, seven were excluded because they did not complete
the Day 2 of the experimental procedure and one more participant was excluded because his / her
condition assignment was not recorded. Of these 40 participants, 33 returned on Day 3 to
complete the experimental protocol. Acquisition and extinction analyses were performed on the
40 participants’ data, except in cases when a single variable was missing for a particular
participant (these exceptions are noted later in the manuscript); fear recovery analyses were run
on only the data of the 33 participants that returned on Day 3.
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Task structure and stimuli
The experimental procedure applied by the original researchers consisted of three
consecutive phases: acquisition, extinction, and fear recovery. All three phases were separated by
a 24-hour time period. Therefore, the experimental paradigm is segmented into three distinct
days over a total period of about 72 hours.
Day 1
The electrical shock strength was set individually for each participant prior to the start of
the experiment, and the participants were instructed to select a shock strong enough to feel
“annoying, but not painful.” Before the conditioning experiment on Day 1 began, participants
were told that they would receive some electrical shocks throughout the session and that they
should pay attention to any possible relationship between the images on the screen and the
reception of electrical shocks.
Day 1 of the experiment consisted of the acquisition phase, where participants learned to
distinguish between two different stimuli, a blue square and a yellow square. Both stimuli were
embedded in Context A, a cartoon image of a child’s room presented on the computer screen.
One of the conditioned stimuli (CS+), the blue square, was paired with an unconditioned
stimulus (US; electrical shock) on half of all trials for a partial reinforcement rate of 50%. The
other conditioned stimulus (CS-), the yellow square, was never paired with the US. The
conditioning phase consisted of 32 trials, with 16 trials of CS- and 16 trials of CS+, all presented
within Context A. According to the aforementioned partial reinforcement rate of 50%, 8 out of
16 CS+ trials were paired with the electrical shock, and during these trials, the US co-terminated
with the CS+.
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Electrical shocks were only delivered to participants during the acquisition phase, but
they were connected to the shock machine for the duration of the remainder of the experiments
(Day 2) to give the impression of potential shock.
To control for the effect of context on response to the cues, acquisition and extinction
occurred in different contexts. The conditioned stimuli in acquisition were presented in Context
A, whereas extinction and fear recovery occurred in Context B, a cartoon image of a kitchen (See
Figure 1). Image luminosity of both images was matched in addition to the placement and site of
the CSs within each context.
Figure 1: Experimental stimuli, design and timeline.

(a) Contexts (A & B) were pictures of one of two rooms (child’s room, kitchen) appearing on the computer screen.
Conditioned stimuli (CS+, CS-) were yellow and blue windows (counterbalanced) in the rooms. The unconditioned
stimulus (US) was an electrical shock. (b) During extinction, the anticipatory anxiety group was instructed that they
may receive an additional, random compound stimulus (scary animal picture + aversive sound). (c) Participants
underwent acquisition on experimental Day 1, extinction on Day 2, and fear recovery on Day 3.
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Day 2
Those participants assigned to the control condition (pre-determined before the
experiment began on Day 1) were told that they may or may not receive electrical shocks in a
similar manner to what they had experienced on Day 1.
Those participants assigned to the anticipatory anxiety condition were told that they may
or may not receive electrical shocks in a similar manner to what they had experienced on Day 1.
In addition, these participants were told that they may receive an aversive stimulus consisting of
a scary, realistic photo of a predatory animal paired with a loud, harsh noise at any point during
the session (See Figure 1b). They were informed that the potential appearance of the new
aversive stimulus would bear no relationship to the color of the square presented at each trial.
This framing compounded uncertainty in that it created two potential threats: one event related
(per Day 1), and one free-floating potential threat (the aversive sound and picture), the latter of
which participants possessed no previous contingent knowledge.
Day 2 of the experiment consisted of the extinction phase, where participants were
presented with the same conditioned stimuli as Day 1, only within Context B, rather than
Context A. Participants were again presented with 16 unpaired CS+ trials and 16 CS- trials, and
told that they may or may not receive electrical shocks during the sessions. Context B was a
cartoon image of a kitchen presented on the computer screen. During this phase, participants did
not receive any electrical shocks.
Day 3
Day 3 of the experiment consisted of the fear recovery phase. Participants received two
unpaired electrical shocks at the onset of the session. They were then presented with the same
stimuli from Day 2, again within Context B; this consisted of 16 unpaired CS+ trials and 16 CS-
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trials. All participants were told that they may or may not receive electrical shocks during the
session.
Stimuli timing
For all trials, stimuli type and presentation order were counterbalanced across
participants. For each trial, the context image (A or B) was presented for a total of 9 seconds: 3
seconds of context presentation alone, followed by combined presentation with either the yellow
square (CS-) or the blue square (CS+) for 6 seconds. During the acquisition phase, when
participants were presented with a reinforced CS+, the electrical shock co-terminated with the
presentation of the blue square. In order to allow enough time for participants’ skin conductance
response (SCR) to return to baseline, the experimenters applied an inter-trial interval of 14
seconds.
Physiological measure: skin conductance response
Skin conductance responses (SCR) were collected from participants in order to assess
event-related responses to the stimuli. Disposable snap electrodes with isotonic gel were applied
to participants’ distal phalanx of the second and third digits of the left hand. The signals were
then recorded and amplified using the aforementioned skin conductance recording system and
AcqKnowledge software (Biopac). E-prime software was used to control the presentation of
visual stimuli and send time markers to the skin conductance recording system for each context
and stimulus onset / offset. SCRs were sampled at 200 Hz with a 1-Hz filter applied. For each
participant, SCR data was smoothed and analyzed manually. Measurable peaks were identified
as the first SCR occurring within .5 - 4.5 s following stimulus onset, as defined by peak and
trough difference being ≥ .02 µS (microsiemens). If no peak was identified, then a 0 value was
applied in the analysis. To normalize distribution, SCRs were square root-transformed and scaled
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to each individual participant’s greatest response to the CS+ US condition during acquisition
(Day 1). Scores were then averaged for each participant across each emotional state (i.e. control
or anticipatory anxiety) and each learning phase (i.e. acquisition, extinction, or fear recovery),
separately.
Individual difference measures
To assess state anxiety and efficacy of emotional state manipulation, the State-Trait
Anxiety Inventory, State Subscale (STAI-S) was administered to all participants immediately
before and after extinction, on Day 2. The experimenters predicted an increase in state anxiety
during the experimental session as evidenced by higher differences scores for the anticipatory
anxiety group, relative to the control group.
To assess trait anxiety, the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory, Trait Subscale (STAI-T) was
administered to all participants at the beginning of the experiment to assess trait anxiety among
individual participants.
To assess participants’ tendency toward negative beliefs and thinking regarding uncertain
situations and events, we applied the Intolerance of Uncertainty Scale (IUS); high intolerance of
uncertainty is most commonly associated with generalized anxiety disorder and OCD. We also
captured specific, sub-measures of IUS, including a measure of prospective desire for stability
and a measure of retrospective inhibition and/or uncertainty paralysis (Boswell et al., 2013).
Likewise, we collected measures from the negative subscale of the Positive and Negative Affect
Scale (PANAS) both before and after the experimental protocol on Day 2. The PANAS negative
subscale assesses general subjective distress and unpleasant moods; high negative affect scores
are associated with high neuroticism and anxiety. We applied the Life Orientation Test (LOT-R)
to quantify individual participants’ trait optimism. Finally, participants were presented with a
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post-experiment questionnaire where they rated the irritation of the shock stimulus on a scale
from 1 - 10, answered whether or not they had noticed a relationship between the color of the
stimulus and the occurrence of shock, and estimated the percentage of time they perceived the
shock to be paired with that particular colored stimulus.
Data analysis
All data were analyzed using R Studio version 1.2.5033. Although the significance level
was set at 𝑝 < .05 for all results, we subscribe to the approach introduced by Amrhein et al.
(2019). While 𝑝 values can be useful, ultimately, they should be contextualized as a measure of a
continuous index comparing the compatibility between a given model and its data, rather than a
binary threshold that arbitrates ‘significance’ versus ‘non-significance.’
To determine if condition groups (control, anticipatory anxiety) were matched on
demographic and psychometric measures, we ran multiple independent two-sample t-tests. We
compared the means between condition groups for the following variables: age, sex, race, STAIT
score, STAIS score before the extinction phase, STAIS after the extinction phase, IUS score,
PANAS score before the extinction phase, PANAS after the extinction phase, LOT-R scores, and
the perceived percentage of time that shock was paired with the CS+. Additionally, we ran a
number of correlative tests between psychometric measures, the most notable of which focus on
IUS, trait optimism, and perceived rate of CS+ paired shock.
In order to investigate our novel model of anticipatory anxiety, we employed ANOVAs
to compare mean SCRs between the control group and the anticipatory anxiety group. The
primary dependent variable of interest was individual response magnitude during extinction on
Day 2 of the experiment, as defined by the difference in mean SCR to all trials of the CS+ (16)
and the CS- (16). Additionally, we investigated the difference in acquisition rates between each
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condition group in order to determine if participants showed equivalent acquisition of
conditioned fear. Acquisition was defined as the difference of means of the last half of trials
during acquisition (i.e. the mean of the last 4 non-reinforced CS+ trials and the last 8 CS- trials);
these CS+ trials were not paired with shock, therefore, in order to time match, we compared
these stimuli to twice as many CS- trials.
For the acquisition, extinction, and fear recovery phases, separate analyses of variance
(ANOVAs) were conducted. For the acquisition phase, an ANOVA was conducted with the
between-subjects factor of condition (control, anxiety) and the within-subjects factor of stimulus
type (CS+, CS-). For the extinction phase, an ANOVA with the between-subjects factor of
condition (control, anxiety) and the within-subjects factor of stimulus type (CS+, CS-) was
conducted. For the fear recovery phase, an ANOVA with the between-subjects factor of
condition (control, anxiety) and the within-subjects factor of stimulus type (CS+, CS-) was
conducted.
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Chapter III: Results
Demographic and psychometric results
Our final sample consisted of 40 participants, but because we are missing all
demographic and psychometric data for 1 participant, we will be reporting here only the results
for the remaining participants (N = 39). This group consisted of 26 females and 13 males, with a
mean age of 19.38 years (SD =1.09) distributed randomly into two condition groups (control,
anticipatory anxiety).
Table 1: Descriptive statistics of sample characteristics.

Rate of perceived paired CS+ was measured as a percentage. All other measures are reported according to the
standard scale of each assessment. There were no statistical differences between groups on any of the measures.
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Likewise, there are sixteen instances where we are missing participant data for a single
variable; in these cases, we quantify how the sample has changed by denoting a modified N
value. For all variables tested, we found no significant difference in means between the control
group and the anticipatory anxiety group. Because all of these factors have been implicated in the
study of stress and anxiety disorders, we sought to determine whether or not there might be
differential representation of any given characteristic in either condition group. The lack of
significant difference in these scores among the two groups indicates equivalent characteristics,
thus minimizing differential results in fear learning as a result of demographic or psychometric
factors. See Table 1 for descriptive statistics of sample characteristics.
Acquisition
A mixed ANOVA for the acquisition phase was conducted (N = 40). The ANOVA used
the between-subjects factor of condition (control, anxiety) and the within-subjects factor of
stimulus type (CS+, CS-). This ANOVA returned no significant main effects of condition
(F(1,76) = 1.71, p = 0.195, 95% CI [-0.11, 0.02]) and a significant main effect of stimulus type
(F(1,76) = 29.74, p = 5.92e-07, 95% CI [-0.24, -0.11], CS+ > CS-). Participants showed greater
SCRs for the CS+ (mean = 0.28, SD = 0.18) compared to the CS- (mean = 0.10, SD = 0.09). The
ANOVA returned no interaction effect between condition and stimulus type (F(1,76) = 1.71, p =
0.195).
No statistical difference in acquisition rates between the two condition groups indicates
that learning occurred equivalently for both. Furthermore, the significant difference between
SCRs associated with the CS+ trials versus those associated with the CS- trials denotes that
learning occurred overall (i.e. the participants, regardless of condition group, were able to
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distinguish between the CS+ and the CS- by the end of the acquisition phase). These results are
consistent with the normative literature on fear learning.
Extinction
For the extinction phase (N = 40), the ANOVA used the between-subjects factor of
condition and the within-subjects factor of stimulus type (CS+, CS-). The ANOVA returned
significant main effects of condition (F(1,76) = 4.52, p = 0.037, 95% CI [-0.15, -0.005], control
> anxiety) and significant main effects of stimulus type (F(1,76) = 4.32, p = 0.041, 95% CI [0.14, -0.003], CS+ > CS-). Participants showed greater SCRs for the CS+ (mean = 0.25, SD =
0.18) compared to the CS- (mean = 0.18, SD = 0.15). The ANOVA returned no interaction effect
between condition and stimulus type (F(1,76) = 1.10, p = 0.297).
Fear Recovery
For the fear recovery phase (N = 33), an ANOVA using the between-subjects factor of
condition (control, anxiety) and the within-subjects factor of stimulus type (CS+, CS-) was
performed. The ANOVA returned significant main effects of condition (F(1,62) = 7.33, p =
0.009, 95% CI [-0.22, -0.03], control > anxiety) and no significant main effects of stimulus type
(F(1,62) = 3.83, p = 0.055, 95% CI [-0.18, 0.002]). Participants showed greater SCRs for the
CS+ (mean = 0.25, SD = 0.23) compared to the CS- (mean = 0.16, SD = 0.17). The ANOVA
returned no interaction effect between condition and stimulus type (F(1,62) = 1.48, p = 0.228)
Correlative results
As previously mentioned, we ran a number of correlative tests between various
psychometric characteristics. Of particular note were the relationships between IUS scores (both
general and prospective), trait optimism (as indexed by the LOT-R), and the percentage of time
that participants reported remembering if they received a CS+ trial that was paired with shock.
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Results of the Pearson correlation test indicated that there was a strong positive
association between general and prospective intolerance for uncertainty and perceived rate of
CS+ paired shock, (r(29) = 0.49, p = 0.005) and (r(29) = 0.51, p = 0.003), respectively. Results
of the Pearson correlation test between IUS inhibitory scores and LOT-R scores revealed a
negative association between inhibitory intolerance for uncertainty and trait optimism, (r(37) = 0.44, p = 0.005). These findings indicate that as intolerance increases, the greater the percentage
of time that the participant reports (or remembers) receiving a shock during acquisition.

Table 2: Mean SCRs by experimental phase, condition group, and stimulus type.

Day 1 Acquisition

Day 2 Extinction

Day 3 Fear Recovery

Mean CS+ (SD)

0.32 (0.16)

0.30 (0.19)

0.34 (0.24)

Mean CS- (SD)

0.10 (0.08)

0.19 (0.14)

0.19 (0.15)

Mean CS+ (SD)

0.24 (0.21)

0.19 (0.14)

0.15 (0.17)

Mean CS- (SD)

0.10 (0.10)

0.16 (0.15)

0.12 (0.18)

Control

Anticipatory Anxiety

Mean SCRs with standard deviation denoted in parentheses.
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Figure 2: Day 1, acquisition of fear memory by condition group (control, anticipatory anxiety) and stimulus
type (CS+, CS-).

A single asterisk (*) denotes a significant difference (p < .05) in SCRs between stimulus types (CS+ and CS-) within
each condition group during acquisition. There was no significant difference (p < .05) in SCRs between condition
groups during acquisition. There was no interaction between condition and stimulus type. All results are presented
as a mean ± SEM.
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Figure 3: Day 2, extinction of fear memory by condition group (control, anticipatory anxiety) and stimulus
type (CS+, CS-).

A single asterisk (*) denotes a significant difference (p < .05) in SCRs between the control group and the
anticipatory anxiety group during extinction. There was a significant difference (p < .05) in SCRs between stimulus
types (CS+ and CS-) during extinction, not represented here. There was no interaction between condition and
stimulus type. All results are presented as a mean ± SEM.
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Figure 4: Day 3, recovery of fear memory by condition group (control, anticipatory anxiety) and stimulus
type (CS+, CS-).

A double asterisk (**) denotes a significant difference (p < .05) in SCRs between the control group and the
anticipatory anxiety group during fear recovery. There was no significant difference (p < .05) in SCRs between
stimulus types (CS+ and CS-) during fear recovery. There was no interaction between condition and stimulus type.
All results are presented as a mean ± SEM.
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Chapter IV: Discussion
Interpretation of results
In our study, we investigated whether and how anticipatory anxiety might affect fear
extinction learning. Our findings show that participants in the anticipatory anxiety group
expressed diminished SCRs during both the extinction and fear recovery phases of the
experiment, relative to those in the control group; these results suggest that our experimental
manipulation enhanced fear extinction learning. While our findings are not in accordance with
others that have shown that stress can impair extinction learning, these previous studies have
generated mixed findings. Furthermore, these previous studies have used a discrete stressor to
elicit a strong stress response prior to extinction. The neurobiological response to a discrete
stressor is qualitatively different from and potentially stronger than that of anticipatory anxiety,
which involves a sustained state of negatively-valenced arousal. It’s not clear what specific
effects anticipatory anxiety might have on fear extinction learning; thus, we did not make any
directionally specific predictions in this study.
In terms of extinction learning, our primary focus of investigation, we found a
statistically significant difference in SCR scores between condition groups, but no effect of
stimulus type (CS+, CS-). The anticipatory anxiety group showed significantly lower SCR scores
over the duration of extinction relative to the control group. This enhanced extinction indicates
that the participants who anticipate a negative, compound stimulus during extinction override the
original fear memory of the CS+ more effectively than those participants who do not anticipate
an additional aversive stimulus.
Our results beg the question: why do we observe enhanced extinction in the group that
experiences anticipatory anxiety versus the control group? On one hand, previous studies
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demonstrate that physiological stress can cause diminished extinction as indexed by increased
SCRs to the conditioned stimulus during extinction or fear recovery (or both) (Antov et al., 2013;
Raio et al., 2014). Alternatively, it has been shown that mild emotional arousal can enhance
extinction learning via a norepinephrine-specific signaling pathway (Mueller, 2008). Therefore,
if our intervention elevates generalized arousal without inducing a significant negativelyvalenced stress response, then we might observe enhanced within- and/or between-session
extinction. Yet, if this heightened arousal state reaches a threshold whereby an ANS stress
response occurs, then we might expect to see diminished extinction learning. It is possible that
the relationship between stress and fear extinction learning is non-linear, such that mild stress
can enhance extinction learning performance, whereas stronger stress is required to impair it.
Additionally, the literature suggests that when humans evaluate anticipated negative
events, multiple cortical and subcortical regions become active, representing large-scale and
small-scale networks. As threat levels vary continuously (mimicking real-life appraisal of threat),
these networks activate dynamically both within and between one another, indicating that
approach to and retreat from a negative stimulus depends on the relative level of threat (Najafi,
2017). These findings complement the biopsychosocial model of threat versus challenge
whereby individuals experience a psychological ‘challenge’ state when presented with a
situational demand that meets one’s personal resources; a ‘threat’ state is marked by a deficit of
resources relative to demand (Saltsman et al., 2020). These states are modulated by physiological
processes, in particular, activation of either the HPA axis or the sympatho-adrenomedullary
system which determine the duration of one’s stress response (Dienstbier, 1989). Although this
model is specific to motivated performance situations, it is possible that the neurobiological
underpinnings might apply to all ANS-driven stress responses.
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For the fear recovery phase of the experiment, we found a significant main effect of
condition on SCR score and no significant effect of stimulus type. Again, like our findings from
the extinction phase, the anticipatory anxiety group showed lower SCR scores relative to the
control group for both CS+ and CS- trials. The experimental group, therefore, demonstrates
diminished reinstatement of the original CS+ fear memory. Again, the results we observed
during fear recovery suggest that our intervention may have mildly heightened arousal to such a
degree that augmented learning did not yet catalyze a threshold stress response. It seems that the
critical determinant in preventing fear recovery is the strength of the additional threat. In this
case, verbal instruction alone was sufficient to modulate fear recovery. This result is surprising in
that while we know that fear extinction learning is effective at inhibiting fear, we also know that
reinstatement of fear can and frequently does occur, both experimentally in and the real world.
Therefore, if the efficacy of our intervention is validated during the entire fear learning session,
then we have potentially strengthened the extinction memory during encoding.
Limitations
Like all studies that utilize electrodermal activity as a measure of psychophysiological
arousal, our investigation is subject to constraints necessitated by our selected methodology, skin
conductance response. Primarily, we know that SCRs are not limited to a specific cause; that is,
changes in electrodermal activity arise as a response to numerous processes. Because of this,
researchers cannot always validate whether or not a given SCR is responding to a single type of
event. On the other hand, versatility of the technique allows us to evaluate diverse processes,
including arousal, attention, affective intensity, anxiety, stress, fear, inter alia. Furthermore,
measuring electrodermal activity gives an unparalleled, fairly singular view into sympathetic
nervous activity, and in particular, behavioral inhibition. Experiments that elicit anxiety, but bar
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participants from active avoidance behavior are most sensitive to electrodermal activity
(Dawson, Schell, & Filion). Nonetheless, we can use the context of our experiment to help us
make inferences about the type of arousal that participants experience. Given the general
unpleasantness of the electric shock and participants’ consistent physiological response to a
previously neutral cue, indicating negative arousal in anticipation of a shock. Thus, we are
comfortable inferring that the signal represents the anticipation of a potential threat.
A second limitation of our study was the significant dropout rate from Day 2 (40
participants) of the experiment to Day 3 (33 participants). Although our investigation focuses on
fear extinction specifically, our preliminary findings on the relationship between anticipatory
anxiety and fear recovery are notable and require further study. As it stands, the data from Day 3
show promise as evidence of diminished fear recovery as a result of anticipated anxiety during
extinction. Another limitation was that we were not able to test long-term fear recovery in this
study, and therefore are uncertain if the effects of our manipulation persist over time. Finally, we
were not able to statistically validate the intervention in our study (i.e., some measure of the
anticipatory anxiety manipulation in our experimental group). A more sensitive questionnaire
might have been more effective in validating the stress manipulation.
Future avenues for research
We recommend that additional investigations implementing our manipulation ought to
assess long-term persistence of anticipatory anxiety in diminishing fear recovery. Future studies
should be performed with both non-clinical and clinical populations. Additionally, future studies
could include additional physiological, hormonal, and neuroimaging measures (e.g. pupillary
dilation, cortisol, or fMRI) to better understand the effects observed here.
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In terms of clinical implications, evoking enhanced extinction learning and diminished
fear recovery could represent a valuable treatment modality for patients who experience anxiety
and stress disorders. Many patients who suffer from these disorders do not respond to exposurebased therapies (e.g. CBT). Nonetheless, non-pharmacological approaches to treatment are
preferable due to the side effects associated with anxiolytics. Therefore, research exploring
factors that lead to enhanced extinction could be leveraged to develop optimized behavioral
therapies. Our preliminary findings suggest that inducing mild anticipatory anxiety during an
exposure-based CBT protocol might result in enhanced extinction of the original fear memory
and subsequent diminished recovery of the fear. For example, using this protocol, a clinician
might prompt a patient to imagine a potential, mild threat during the exposure session. In order
for this type of intervention to become clinically relevant, we first recommend an experimental
replication of our findings as well as future validation of modified exposure therapies based on
behavioral manipulations of fear extinction learning.
Conclusions
In summation, our novel manipulation of fear extinction learning induced anticipatory
anxiety through verbal instruction, thus creating a mildly threatening environment for
experimental participants. Surprisingly, this intervention not only enhanced fear extinction
learning, but also attenuated recovery of the original fear memory 24-hours later, relative to
controls. Pavlovian fear learning models real-life acquisition and retrieval of conditioned fear
cues. Modern exposure-based CBT is theoretically founded on the principles of fear learning
whereby a clinical exposure session aims to desensitize the patient to his or her fear memory.
Mirroring spontaneous fear recovery, CBT treatments bear a significant rate of non-responders
as fear memories commonly persist in those who experience dysregulated fear and stress
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disorders. Previous studies have investigated behavioral manipulations implemented to enhance
extinction learning and attenuate fear recovery with mixed results. In particular, some studies
show that inducing stress diminishes extinction learning. In most studies exploring the
relationships between stress and extinction, a strong physiological stress response is induced
prior to extinction. Very few studies have examined the impact of mild, anticipatory stress. Our
findings suggest that inducing mild emotional arousal during extinction learning strengthens the
new extinction memory in terms of competition with the original fear memory. These results
merit further analysis from the scientific and clinical communities.
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Appendix
Day 2: Post-extinction questionnaire and instructions
Debrief the subject and ask the following questions:
1. “Can you describe the shock that you felt throughout the experiment?”
(Write down the participant’s response.)
2. “How annoying was the shock on a scale of one to ten?”
3. “Did you notice any association on Day 1 between the shocks and what you were seeing on
the screen?” (Participant may say “yes,” ask them to explain. We primarily want to know
whether the subject recognized which color predicted the shock during conditioning. You may
need to provide leading questions such as: “did you usually receive a shock following one color
or the other?”)
YES

or

NO

(circle answer)

4. “Which color came before the shock?”
BLUE or YELLOW (circle answer)
(Experimenter: Is this correct? YES

or

NO)

(If the subject cannot identify the color explicitly, skip to question #5)
5. “Can you recall what proportion of times you were shocked after the (blue/yellow) colored
window appeared?”
If the participant says he/she doesn't know, you can probe a bit (“What percentage of the
time would you say you received a shock when you saw the (blue/yellow) window, if you
had to pick a number?”)
6. “Were there any shocks yesterday?”
YES

or

NO

(circle their answer)

7. “Were there any shocks today?”
YES

or

NO

(circle their answer)

8. “Were you expecting the shocks to come yesterday?”
If the answer is “yes,” then ask: “At what point did you realize the shocks weren’t
coming any more yesterday?”
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If the answer is “yes,” then move on to question #9.
9. “How about today? Were you expecting the shocks to come today?”
(Write down the participant’s response.)
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